Null Byte | Hacking / InfoSec Writer wanted

Null Byte is seeking Computer Science / IT students or faculty with free time and an interest in ethical hacking to write paid tutorials for our community of beginners. We’re looking for writers with fresh ideas to expand our coverage in new and exciting directions.

WonderHowTo is the web's premier destination for inspiration, guides, and how-tos, and our Null Byte community was created for InfoSec beginners to get answers from experts. The perfect candidate would love writing tutorials that teach beginners the fundamentals of ethical hacking and be excited about engaging with a growing community of people interested in the InfoSec field.

DAY-TO-DAY DUTIES:

- Pitch relevant story ideas, write tutorials, and answer community questions.
- Plan and execute engaging, entertaining, and educating tutorials on everything infosec.
- Write blog posts on the latest privacy and infosec news.
- Be able to work quickly and meet deadlines.

OTHER DUTIES:

- Grow and evolve Null Byte’s current editorial vision and strategy.
- Design special editorial features, including posts related to Mr. Robot and other instances of InfoSec in popular media.
- Develop a marketing and outreach strategy to increase overall exposure, including building strong relationships with other infosec sites and web communities and growing our social media presence.

QUALIFICATIONS:

- Expertise in infosec desired, but technical skill and passion are critical. Helpful experience includes: Linux, networking, penetration testing, various infoSec tools.
- The ability to explain complex subjects in a way that's easy to understand and fun for the reader.
- Ability to weigh in intelligently on daily hacking news and culture.
- An ideal candidate would be experienced and enthusiastic about editorial work and content development (developing an editorial voice and tone and speaking as Null Byte on social media.)
- Superb grammar, fact-checking, and formatting skills.
- Well-organized, accurate, thorough, and detail-oriented.
- Ability to manage multiple projects simultaneously.
- Strong communication skills (written and verbal).

TO APPLY:

Email your résumé and a cover letter including at least 3 ideas for how-to tutorials. If applicable, attach any writing samples on InfoSec related topics. Take a look at some of our top articles: https://null-byte.wonderhowto.com/hot/

Full or part-time applicants are welcome. Located in NYC or Santa Monica, CA, though excellent remote applicants will also be considered.

JOB SUMMARY:

- Looking for: Infosec Ethical Hacker / Blogger
- Location: Remote
- Compensation: Competitive and based on experience

CONTACT INFORMATION:

Kody@WonderHowTo.com

Website: http://null-byte.wonderhowto.com/